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What’s 
going 
on?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A month or so ago when I decided what I was going to speak about it was to be a low key (but extremely interesting and amusing) chat about a new Federal Government Cities Plan. Since last Friday, and even as late as last night – Ive had to completely change the presentation to keep up with the changes in this space. I have not read today’s paper. The other thing that has developed in my mind since Friday is the way all the tiers of Government (at least in NSW) have been working behind the scenes to begin to align this multi-tier government strategy.I don’t pretend to know all the answers even though KPMG has been working on this concept since late last year with the publication of this document – UK based and the Australian market largely has a momentum all its own at the moment. 
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Disclaimer

The information contained herein is of a general nature and is not intended to address the 
circumstances of any particular individual or entity.  Although we endeavour to provide accurate 
and timely information, there can be no guarantee that such information is accurate as of the date 
it is received or that it will continue to be accurate in the future.  No one should act on such 
information without appropriate professional advice after a thorough examination of the particular 
situation.  

The views and opinions contained in the presentation are those of the author and do not 
necessarily represent the views and opinions of KPMG, an Australian partnership, part of the 
KPMG International network.  The author disclaims all liability to any person or entity in respect to 
any consequences of anything done, or omitted to be done.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Top paragraph says – this is all very new and we are still trying to get our heads around itThe bottom paragraph says KPMG cant be responsible for the ranting of Tim Gavan and you cant sue me.
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City Deals – Talk of the town
New South Wales and the Commonwealth share a strong history of collaboration 
on the airport. Planning decisions to reserve lands and to ensure compatible land 
use surrounding the airport have been critical in getting us to this stage.

We will now work with the Greater Sydney Commission as they prepare their plan 
for the metropolitan region, including district plans for the areas around the 
Western Sydney Airport.

We share a vision for growth for western Sydney, with the airport as a keystone, a 
remarkable catalyst for investment and jobs that will transform the economic 
geography of the city.

And that means developing a comprehensive strategy and action plan involving all 
levels of government.

Such an agreement will help us leverage our investments to realise the broader 
economic benefits of the airport and provide an exemplar for further agreements 
across Australia.

In the UK these have been called 'City Deals', and despite differences in context, 
there is, nonetheless, much we can learn from the UK experience.

The solutions for Western Sydney are in the hands of all levels of Government and 
the private sector, so we have to work together to achieve the best outcome for 
the region.
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Australian context: Smart Cities Plan – April 2016

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For the first time we have seen federal government talk about an integrated approach with State and Local Government. The Plan talks about one of the ways to make this integrated approach a reality is something called ‘City Deals’
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Australian context: Smart Cities Plan

a City Deal may include:
•Targeted initiatives to strengthen existing or emerging economic hubs

•Transport infrastructure funding or financing

•Housing supply and planning changes

•Changes to regulatory and zoning arrangements

•Investments that improve environmental outcomes

•Maximising benefits from underutilised State and Commonwealth land

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For example, a City Deal may include:Targeted initiatives to strengthen existing or emerging economic hubs including transport, industry, defence, health or education facilitiesTransport infrastructure funding or financing to improve connectivity and increase access to jobsHousing supply and planning changes to encourage higher density development, affordable housing and activate value captureChanges to regulatory and zoning arrangements that foster commercial growth and allow entrepreneurial approaches to service delivery including the sharing economyInvestments that improve environmental outcomes, enhancing public spaces, facilities and active transport options, reducing emissions and pollutants, or improving the sustainability performance of buildings and infrastructureMaximising benefits from underutilised state and Commonwealth land for example, repurposing government land to be used for affordable housing or public space
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City Deal – Talk of the town
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City Deal – Talk of the town
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City Deal – Talk of the town
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City Deal – Talk of the town

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The day after this a request for proposals arrived in the inboxes of highly skilled and informed Professional Services Consultants to advise the State Government on the Commercial Case for a component of a funny new thing called a City Deal for a certain project in the confines of the New Western Sydney airport. 
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City Deal – talk of the town  - Last Night

A more effective mechanism for infrastructure funding, 
prioritisation and governance across metropolitan regions

Only last week the Commonwealth and NSW State 
Government announced a Western Sydney City 

Deal,

This deal will coordinate government action 
to increase housing in Western Sydney 
through better planning and density done 
well and streamlining approvals across all 
three levels of government.

The Turnbull Government’s City Deals 
initiative is ground breaking reform aimed 
at making our cities more liveable through 
more integrated planning and improved 

delivery of infrastructure
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• A long term funding contract that links funding with a 
set of economic and social/environmental outcomes
that are agreed at the outset.

• Brings 3 tiers of government + PE together to prioritise
infrastructure in the economic region. 

• Guarantees agreed funding mechanisms to ensure 
delivery of infrastructure plans. 

1

2

3

What is a City Deal?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For example this means selecting transport projects on their ability to provide a network wide solution and drive well located jobs and housing in addition to direct transport benefits such as travel time savings.By prioritising infrastructure projects based on these criteria, we will be more confident that funds are going where they have greatest impact.We are also examining how we can ensure our investments in infrastructure can be held as long term assets—whether equity or debt. Where projects generate a direct financial return, it may make sense for the Australian Government to provide an investment of debt or equity, rather than a grant……………………………………Where the Australian Government contributes to an infrastructure project that will generate a financial return—such as a tolled expressway—we are looking to seek a fair share of that return.We have developed a new set of principles to identify and assess project proposals for innovative financing.17 You can read more about them on the Department of Infrastructure and Regional Development’s website. This says they will put a lot of effort to ensure they will get a return – ie that it stacks up.The Australian Government will be an informed and involved investor. This may require key conditions to be met as a prerequisite for funding, involvement in project development and delivery teams, and as a key investor, Australian Government approval at major decision points in a project.
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 City Deals originated in the UK (Manchester, 2012) – they are an approach to driving cross-
governmental agreement on investment priorities across a defined geographic area.

City Deals

 Deal between an economic region and the government
 City Deal generally runs for 10 years or longer
 Each region identifies a list of priority projects to be delivered, along with economic 

performance benchmarks

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explanation: UK city deals model allows deal partners to earn back a share of the additional taxation revenue generated by faster economic development.  Government seed funding is used to kick start the deal.The deal is a formal agreement between different levels of government on what investments and programs are needed to maximise economic growth in a city region. The purpose of the city deal is economic growth. It gives priority to the needs of the knowledge economy to improve productivity and boost prosperity and jobs. Responsibility for the program lies with Britain’s treasury, not a planning department. Projects that best meet these criteria are put forward. Government seed funding acts as the enabler and the government’s expert Regeneration Investment Organisation steps in to help match projects with sources of capital.
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Infrastructure and value creation

Investment in transportInputs

Outputs

Direct 
Impacts

Immediate 
Outcomes

Intermediate 
Outcomes

Regional 
Impacts

National 
Impacts

Increased Capacity Enhanced Connectivity

Improved 
journey time

Less 
congestion Safety Change in 

demand
Fare-box 
revenue

Enabling housing development Enabling commercial development

Job/resident 
locations Agglomeration Inward 

investment
Economic 

interactions
Competitive-

ness

Increase in output in 
areas with greater benefit

Displacement from areas 
with less benefit

Change in regional 
economic output

Increase in regional 
output

Displacement from other 
parts of the country

Change in national 
economic output

Direct User Charging – Tolls, fare-box and station revenues

Site/local level value sharing – developer contributions, CILs, TIFs, etc

City/region value sharing – Rate supplements and precepts, payroll/sales taxes, etc

National value sharing – City deals and fiscal gains 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CIL Community Infrastructure LevyTIF – Tax Increment financingwould see infrastructure bond investors promised a share of future gains in land taxes that would be generated by rising property prices near new urban projects such as light rail���
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Australian context: taxation

State autonomy over decision-making is not matched by an equal level of 
revenue-raising powers and the type of taxes that are retained by the 

Commonwealth government are those that benefit from a boost in productivity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What the pie chart is trying to show is the types of taxation revenues that make up commonwealth and state revenues. The key point is that commonwealth revenues will get a premium from increasing productivity (since the largest chunk is income and enterprise taxes), while state revenues rely heavily on volume-driven taxation (such as payroll and property). So the question is how to incentivise states to invest in infrastructure (and/or non-infra) that boosts productivity?
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Background and principles

1. Challenges

2. Objectives

3. Governance

 Spatially imbalanced economy with infrastructure identified as a key constraint
 Long term planning held back by short term spending cycles
 Infrastructure appraisal system lacks context and misses key outcomes
 City regions have little revenue raising and decision-making powers
 Fragmented local government administrative structure

 Encourage new governance structures based on functional economic areas
 Push city regions to produce long term strategic economic plans that can work
 Set out long term funding structures that link to the economic and spatial plans
 De-politicise the investment prioritisation process as much as possible
 Enhance competition between regions

 Labour government – Regional Development Agencies
 Coalition government (first round) – Local Enterprise Partnerships
 Coalition government (second round) – Combined Local Authorities
 Conservative government – Metropolitan Mayors

 First Wave City Deals (English Core Cities) – Enterprise Zones (TIFs)
 New funding mechanisms with LEPs – Local Growth Fund
 Payment by results (Performance Based City Deals) – Manchester Earn Back
 Infrastructure Funds – Reform of Earn Back (Glasgow, Leeds, Cambridgeshire)
 Fiscal Devolution (further reform) – Devolution Deals

4. Funding
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Key Principles of the City Deals Model

Agreed key strategic 
objectives as well as 

secondary objectives to 
ensure balance

An effective local 
coalition, ideally 

consistent with the 
economic geography

Meaningful local risk 
taking via additional 

investment

Resources to deliver the 
City Deal

Effective tools for 
prioritisation and package 

building

Objectives that align local 
outcomes with the 

national interest

A more effective mechanism for infrastructure funding, 
prioritisation and governance across metropolitan regions
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Agreed UK City Deals

Glasgow & Clyde 
Valley

£1.13bn

Greater 
Manchester

£2.75bn

Liverpool and 
Merseyside

Birmingham and 
the West 
Midlands

Cardiff Capital 
Region

Bristol and the 
West of England

Edinburgh and 
South East 
Scotland

Newcastle and 
Tyneside

Teeside

West Yorkshire
£1.45bn

Sheffield and 
South Yorkshire

Cambridgeshire
£1bn

In place

Recently agreed

In development
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Diversity of City Deal Scope – targeted outcomes

Skills Housing Infrastructure 
Investment Transport Low-

Carbon Digital Business 
Support

Birmingham    

Bristol    

Leeds    

Liverpool    

Manchester      

Newcastle      

Nottingham      

Sheffield    
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Diversity of City Deal Scope

UK City Deals: Great Manchester City Deal

First of 20, City Deals – 10 Local Councils Greater Manchester Combined Authority (GMCA). 

 Investment: a £1.2 billion local transport infrastructure fund was created to drive growth, 
rewarded through ‘earn back’ funds from the central government of up to £30 million a year for 30 years 
for meeting growth targets

 Business support: a £4.4 million Regional Growth Fund 
 Skills: a City Apprenticeship and Skills Hub - 6,000 apprentices in jobs
 Transport: GMCA implementing a £1.4 billion transport expansion 
 Housing: a housing investment fund has been established, using local and national investment funds 

to develop 5,000 to 7,000 new homes by 2017
 Reduced carbon emissions: a Low Carbon Hub reduce the city’s emissions by 48%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
UK City Deals: Manchester	The first of over 20 UK City Deals covered Greater Manchester, involving 10 local governments making up the Greater Manchester Combined Authority (GMCA). The Great Manchester City Deal features:		Investment: a £1.2 billion local transport infrastructure fund was created to drive growth, rewarded through ‘earn back’ funds from the central government of up to £30 million a year for 30 years for meeting growth targets		Business support: a £4.4 million Regional Growth Fund allocation is strengthening Greater Manchester’s Business Growth Hub to help start-ups, and small and medium-sized enterprises		Skills: a City Apprenticeship and Skills Hub was created to place around 6,000 apprentices in jobs		Transport: GMCA’s delivery arm, Transport for Greater Manchester, is implementing a £1.4 billion transport expansion and improvement program		Housing: a housing investment fund has been established, using local and national investment funds to develop 5,000 to 7,000 new homes by 2017		Reduced carbon emissions: a Low Carbon Hub has been established, with plans to reduce the city’s emissions by 48 per cent by 202019
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Innovation & 

Digital Economy

Jobs & Skills Investment in 

Infrastructure

Federal Government Goals … to increase 

Governance, City 

Planning & 

Regulation

Housing Livability & 

Sustainability 
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Announced City Deals

1

3

2

Townsville

• $100 million for new Townsville Stadium

• $150 million toward the Townsville Eastern Access Rail Corridor

• New public spaces and amenities including pedestrian bridges and riverside bike 
and walking pathways linking to the CBD

Western Sydney

• $16.8 billion WestConnex motorway

• $30 million for the M5 South West Motorway

• Western Sydney Airport including a planned rail link

Tasmania

• UTAS Launceston and Burnie campuses

• $150 million to relocate and expand UTAS's campuses at the two sites

• $7.5 million to the Launceston City Heart project to make the CBD more attractive
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The Western Sydney City Deal
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The Western Sydney City Deal

Unlock public and private 
investments in key infrastructure

Single largest planning, investment and delivery 

partnership in Australia

Built on Western Sydney Airport, 
transport & other investments
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Opportunities for Western Sydney

Federal 
Government 

Local 
Government 

State 
Government 

Aligning Federal, State & 
Local Government 

Priorities 

Local, State and Federal Alignment

 Drive more competitive cities and 
regions

 Support economic growth and 
productivity improvements

 Improve livability and the environment

 Assist with housing supply

 Capitalise on technology and innovation
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Opportunities for Western Sydney

Governance and delivery

• Leadership and vision

• Coordination and collaboration

• Governance structures with teeth

• Stakeholders and journey

What are you trying to do?

• Grant or performance-based?

• What are you trying to buy?

• How much money can you throw at it?

• Where will the risks lie?

Strategic vision

• Understanding uniqueness

• Avoiding empty terms

• Policy mix

• Top and bottom-line

Avoiding pitfalls

• Risk and uncertainty

• Modelling fallacy (evidence)

• Details matter (it is a deal)

• Understand the community needs
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City Deal – what now?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The what do we do now question is critical. I suspect the best way to get involved, apart from calling your local KPMG office, is to 
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The information contained in this document is of a general nature and is not intended to address the objectives, financial situation or needs 
of any particular individual or entity. It is provided for information purposes only and does not constitute, nor should it be regarded in any 
manner whatsoever, as advice and is not intended to influence a person in making a decision, including, if applicable, in relation to any 
financial product or an interest in a financial product. Although we endeavour to provide accurate and timely information, there can be no 
guarantee that such information is accurate as of the date it is received or that it will continue to be accurate in the future. No one should 
act on such information without appropriate professional advice after a thorough examination of the particular situation. 

To the extent permissible by law, KPMG and its associated entities shall not be liable for any errors, omissions, defects or 
misrepresentations in the information or for any loss or damage suffered by persons who use or rely on such information (including for 
reasons of negligence, negligent misstatement or otherwise).

Tim Gavan

Director – Head Real Estate 
Advisory Services NSW

Tel  +61 02 9335 8057

Mob +61 40404 3888

tgavan@kpmg.com.au 

@Tim_Gavan
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